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Abstract: To ensure that charging service companies (CSC) can provide intelligent services to electric vehicle (EV) users, CSC needs to broadcast command information to massive electric vehicles (EVs). In the communication process, there are privacy and security issues in data transmission. Therefore, a lightweight privacy preserving scheme for multicast data transmission of electric vehicles based on consortium blockchain (CB) is proposed to solve the problems mentioned above. Our scheme designs the new lightweight certificateless multi-message and multi-receiver signcryption (CLMMSC) mechanism and CB mechanism, and can ensure the privacy of CSC broadcast command information.

1. Introduction

Traditional cars are speeding up the consumption of fossil fuels, and today society is faced with the problems of energy depletion and environmental deterioration. It has become a primary trend that the energy consumption form from fossil fuel to renewable energy. As one of the mainstream renewable energy applications, electric vehicles (EVs) have great potential in solving such problems. Therefore, Tesla, BMW, and other automobile companies are constantly studying electric vehicle (EV) technology, and are devoted to overcoming technical difficulties such as EV's data concentrator deployment, charge and discharge dispatching, and virtual network communication[1], to make EVs more secure and convenient to be used in our life.

With further research, we find that real-time data communication is crucial for EV and charging service companies (CSC). EV seeks intelligent service by uploading real-time power information to CSC, and CSC provides intelligent service for EV by broadcasting command information, to implement reasonable control and scheduling of EV[1]. In the actual deployment environment, EV users connect to the public network of the power grid (PG) through Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) network and then conduct two-way communication and energy exchange with CSC [2]. At that time, the communication information between the two parties is vulnerable to leakage and tampering[3]. Therefore, the privacy preserving of real-time power information uploaded by EV users and command information broadcast by CSC is a problem that must be solved in the construction of EV communication networks.

With the rapid development of EVs, EVs may be widely distributed in urban and rural areas in...
the future, and charging pile (CP) will also appear in large numbers in charging stations. When massive EVs are charged and discharged through CP, it will inevitably have a huge impact on the PG [4]. In addition, EV, CP, and other terminal devices have limited computing power and cannot quickly complete complex calculations [5]. Therefore, under the demand response strategy, we must design a lightweight multi-message and multi-receiver privacy preserving scheme to ensure CSC’s secure and efficient broadcast command information.

Recently, with the improvement of data mining technology, the risk of the traditional centralized storage model is gradually increasing, which may encounter problems such as information leakage, single point failure, and data tampering [6]. Aim at the above problems. The PG urgently needs a secure, efficient, and distributed storage method to ensure the storage security of EV real-time power information and CSC command information [7].

In conclusion, to ensure the privacy and security of CSC broadcast command information, a privacy preserving scheme for multicast data transmission of electric vehicles based on consortium blockchain is proposed in this paper. This scheme ensures the privacy of data transmission and has high computing efficiency.

The rest of the paper is as follows: The second part introduces the basic knowledge required for the scheme. The third part introduces the scheme model in detail. The fourth part introduces the specific implementation process of the scheme. The fifth part analyzes the characteristic of the scheme. The sixth part is the summary of this paper.

2. Related Technology

2.1. Related Difficult Questions and Assumptions

Definition 1: Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem: Set the cyclic group of order $q$ is $G_q$, whose generator is $P$, for any and unknown number $a, b \in Z_q^*$, known tuples $U_1 = (P, aP, bP, abP)$ and $U_2 = (P, aP, bP, \delta \in G)$, The goal of a DDH problem is judgment $\delta = abP$. For any probability-polynomial-time (PPT), the advantage of adversary $A$ successfully solving DDH problems is negligible. The adversary of adversary $A$ is expressed as :

$$Adv_{DDH}^A(k) = \Pr[1 \leftarrow A(T_1)] - \Pr[1 \leftarrow A(T_2)]$$

(1)

Definition 2: Discrete Logarithm (DL) problem: Set the cyclic group of order $q$ is $G_q$, whose generator is $P$, for any and unknown number $a' \in Z_q^*$, known $(P, a'P) \in G$, The goal of a DDH problem is calculation $a'$. For any PPT, the advantage of adversary $A$ successfully solving DL problems is negligible. The adversary of adversary $A$ is expressed as :

$$Adv_{DL}^A(k) = \Pr[A(P, a'P) = a'] \Pr[a' \in Z_q^*]$$

(2)

2.2. Certificateless Multi-message and Multi-receiver Signcryption (CLMMSC)

CLMMSC is a mechanism that broadcasts one or more messages to multiple authorized receivers after signcryption, and each receiver acquires the messages after unsigncryption with its private key [5]. CLMMSC solves the problem that multiple encryptions are required when using the traditional public key cryptography mechanism to distribute multiple messages, and realizes the sender’s purpose to send messages to multiple receivers. CLMMSC is more suitable for broadcast communication than the traditional method.
2.3. Consortium Blockchain (CB)

CB is a secure, efficient, and distributed storage mechanism [6]. It is built on a certain number of pre-selected nodes, and its consensus algorithm is executed by these pre-selected nodes rather than all nodes in the network, which can significantly reduce network overhead. Besides being widely used in transactions, CB can store data and protect privacy [7]. Therefore, based on the security, high consensus efficiency, tamper-proof, and other CB characteristics, in our scheme, the CB is designed to implement CSC's secure, efficient, and distributed command information storage.

3. Scheme Design

3.1. Design Ideas

In this paper's EV privacy persevering scheme, when massive EVs are connected to CP, CSC needs to broadcast command information to provide intelligent service for EV users. The CSC generates ciphertext for multiple command informations through the signcryption algorithm and sends the ciphertext to the charging station gateway (CSS) through key generation center (KGC). After verifying the ciphertext's validity, the CSS sends the ciphertext to the CP for EV connections and CSS primary node. After that, the CSS primary node generates new blocks and achieves a consensus, publishing the new block to the CB. CP receives the ciphertext and obtains the EV user's command information through the unsigncryption algorithm. Finally, CP dispatches electric energy according to the control information and charges EV users according to the billing information. In this process, the attacker cannot decrypt the information received by the CP, all CP cannot know the information about other CP except their own, and only the CP authorized by CSC can decrypt. In this way, EV user's privacy is protected in our scheme, which is the design idea of our scheme.

3.2. Scheme Model

Combined with the privacy preserving framework in [8]. An EV privacy preserving framework is designed in this scheme composed of EV, CP, CSS, CB, KGC and CSC, as shown in Fig. 1.

3.3. Scheme Implementation Process

In our scheme, CSC can broadcast information to CSS or CP. In addition, CSS can also broadcast information to CP, and the three processes are similar. However, to describe the scheme implementation process, all entities in the framework are involved. We use the CSC broadcasting information to CP as an example. The implementation process of our privacy preserving scheme corresponding to Fig. 1 is as follows:

1) KGC system initialization: During system initialization, KGC generates partial public keys, partial private keys, and pseudo-identities for EV, CSS, and CSC.

2) CSC signcryption and broadcast command information: CSC selects the pseudo-identity of EV receivers and the information set to be signcryption, and then generates ciphertext for command informations through the signcryption algorithm, which is sent to CP through KGC and CSS.

3) CSS verify ciphertext and reach a consensus: The CSS verifies the validity of the ciphertext. If the ciphertext is valid, the primary CSS node uses the PBFT algorithm to reach a consensus, publishes a new block to the CB, and sends the valid ciphertext to the CP.

4) CP unsigncryption and processes command information: CP obtains the EV user's command information through the unsigncryption algorithm, rationally dispatches electric energy according to the control information, and charges EV users according to the bill information.
4. Scheme Implementation

4.1. KGC System Initialization

KGC generates private keys $msk$, public keys $P_{pub}$, and public parameters $Params$ for the system. After that, KGC generates the partial private key $d_i$, partial public key $PR_i$, and pseudo-identity $f_i$ for the registered user and passes $d_i, PR_i, f_i$ to the entity with the corresponding identity over a secure channel. Finally, KGC sends the pseudo-identity list $f$ of all EV users to CSC, and then stores $f$ in the internal database.

4.2. CSC Signcryption and Broadcast Command Information

CSC generates the ciphertext $\sigma$ for broadcast informations $M_i = f_i \| m_i$ through the signcryption algorithm. $f_i$ and $m_i$ indicate pseudo-identity and command information of the receiving user. Then, CSC transmits $\sigma$ and $f_i$ to the KGC. The KGC decrypts the real identity of the EV through $f_i$, and delivers $\sigma$ to the CSS where the EV user is located through the real identity.

4.3. CSS Verify Ciphertext and Reache a Consensus

After CSS receive the ciphertext $\sigma$, it verifies the $\sigma$ validity. If $\sigma$ is valid, CSS broadcasts $\sigma$ to the CP for EV connections and stores the $\sigma$ in the CB through the consensus mechanism; if not, it disables the $\sigma$. Our scheme sets the identity of all $CSS_i$ to $\{CSS_1, CSS_2, ..., CSS_n\}$, assuming $CSS_i$ is the selected primary node. It collects each secondary node’s data set and generates a new block stored internally through the Merkle tree. Then, $CSS_i$ broadcasts the new block to all secondary nodes. After running the PBFT algorithm to reach a consensus, $CSS_i$ publishes the new block to the CB.
4.4. CP Unsigncryption and Process Command Information

After the CP for EV connections receives the ciphertext $\sigma$, CP locates the corresponding ciphertext field, acquires $M'_f = f'_i \| m'_i$ through calculation, verifies the accuracy of the received information by judging $f'_i = f_i$, and provides intelligent services for EV through $m'_i$. Among them, command information mainly includes control information and billing information. CP rationally dispatches electric energy according to the control information and charges EV users according to the billing information.

5. Scheme Analysis

5.1. CLMMSC Analysis

The CLMMSC proposed in this scheme has the following characteristics:

1) Anonymity of receiver and sender: In our scheme, the ciphertext does not need to contain the receiver's identity list, and only the receiver can restore the sender's identity information from the ciphertext, which ensures the anonymity of the receiver and the sender.

2) Mutual authentication: CSC authenticates at the time of signcryption, while EV authenticates at the time of unsigncryption. Only EV and CSC can perform these procedures.

3) Key escrow resilience: EV user's complete private key comprises two parts of secret values. KGC only generates part of the private key. Even if KGC is attacked, the attacker cannot get all of the user's complete private keys.

4) Address analyticity: CP obtains the CSC's command information through the unsigncryption algorithm. CP verifies the information's legality again through pseudo-identity to ensure the accuracy of the received information.

5) Public verifiability: The ciphertext validation in our scheme only relies on public parameters, without the receiver's private information. Therefore, entities with computing power in the EV privacy preserving framework can check ciphertext's validity.

5.2. CB Analysis

The CB proposed in this scheme has the following characteristics:

1) Data storage without trusted third party management: The storage scheme of CB proposed in our paper adopts end-to-end communication between nodes, which can implement secure, efficient, and distributed power information storage without relying on trusted third party entities. Thus, this scheme solves the problem of the single point of failure and data integrity in a centralized storage method. Furthermore, this distributed storage system has good scalability and reliability.

2) Data storage security verification: The scheme using the PBFT consensus algorithm, all data are verified publicly by CSS to ensure the data block’s validity. Moreover, the consensus algorithm only uses pre-selected nodes to reach a consensus, rather than all nodes in the whole blockchain network, which significantly reduces network overhead and improves consensus efficiency.

3) Storing data against malicious tampering: The PBFT algorithm in this scheme can tolerate no more than $(n - 1)/3$ CSS Byzantine nodes, where $n$ is the number of CSS. If there are $l$ malicious CSSs exist in the whole network, the data tampering attacks initiated by $l$ CSSs can be resisted if the total number of CSSs meets $n > 3l + 1$, and the validity of the data can be guaranteed. For example, if the probability of CSS becomes a Byzantine node is 1/2, and there are $n$ CSSs in the whole network. At least control $(n - 1)/3$ nodes to successfully tamper with the data block. Therefore, the probability of successful tampering is $1/2^{(n-1)/3}$. Assuming our
scheme has 100 CSSs, the successful tampering probability is almost negligible.

6. Conclusion

CSC needs to broadcast command information to massive EVs to ensure that CSC can provide intelligent services to EV users. However, when CSC broadcasts information to massive EVs, it may lead to several security issues, such as the privacy security problem of data transmission and data storage. Therefore, a lightweight privacy preserving scheme for multicast data transmission of electric vehicles based on consortium blockchain is proposed to ensure the privacy and security of two-way communication. Our scheme designs the new lightweight CLMMSC and CB mechanisms to solve the problem of data transmission and data storage.
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